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RICKOVER: The Birth of Nuclear Power 

PREMIERES This Week ON PBS AT 8:00PM (check local listing) 

  

He was the greatest engineer who ever lived on earth, in my opinion. 

-President Jimmy Carter 

My job was not to work within the system.  My job was to get things done and make this country 

strong.   

-Hyman G. Rickover 

The bottom line is that Rickover was genius and a SOB.  

-Norman Polmar, Naval Historian 

  

Hyman G. Rickover was one of the most fascinating characters of the twentieth century--a maverick who 

infuriated his bosses but managed to transform the Navy, develop a new energy source, and help win the 

Cold War.   To capture this unusual man, RICKOVER: The Birth of Nuclear Power employs an 

innovative approach, combining archival footage and personal stories, with a full thirty minutes of 

scripted drama. 

Tim Blake Nelson (Lincoln, O Brother Where Art Thou, Holes) stars as Rickover.  Joan Allen (The 

Bourne movies, The Contender) narrates. 

When Rickover was six years old, his family left Poland for Chicago.  To get a free education, he went to 

the U.S. Naval Academy, where he experienced anti-Semitism.   As a young officer, Rickover, disliked 

for his perfectionism, left active sea duty to become an engineer who repaired ships, which he did 

throughout World War II, ending with the rank of captain. 

After the war, Rickover found his true mission at Oak Ridge National Lab, which had helped build the 

atom bomb.  There, he decided he would build the first nuclear sub, which would become the most 

powerful weapon of the Cold War.  When experts like physicist Robert Oppenheimer, father of the atomic 

bomb, thought it would take 30 years, Rickover promised the first nuclear sub, the Nautilus, in 

six.  Against opposition from the Navy and daunting technical challenges, Rickover succeeded—and 

maintained impossibly high safety and quality standards. 

In response to the Soviet launch of the first satellite, Sputnik, President Eisenhower wanted to send 

the Nautilus across the North Pole under the arctic ice, which had never been done before.  The perilous 

journey was one of the great adventure stories of the fifties.  The spectacular success of theNautilus’ 

journey led to ticker tape parades in New York and put Rickover on the cover of Time magazine. 



In the fifties and early sixties, success followed success:  the first nuclear aircraft carrier, the Enterprise, 

and the first commercial nuclear power plant, which generated electricity for the people of 

Pittsburgh.  But, then the times changed.  Protests against the Vietnam War turned many against the Cold 

War, which Rickover had spent his life fighting, and led to the anti-nuclear power movement of the 

seventies.  In 1976, a man who loved Rickover became president: Jimmy Carter.  Though a former 

nuclear submariner, he welcomed anti-nukes into his administration.  Problems at Three Mile Island 

further eroded public support for nuclear power.  Then, in 1982, in a contentious meeting in the Oval 

Office, which we dramatize, President Reagan “fired” the 82-year-old admiral, who died four years later. 

Admiral Rickover had succeeded in changing the world: developing a new source of energy, making a 

more high tech Navy, and keeping the Soviet Union at bay, leading to the end of the Cold War that he did 

not live to see.  His story is all the more relevant today as we confront our doubts about our energy future, 

global threats, the future of the Navy, and America’s ability to innovate. 

� 

Michael Pack, producer/director, serves as President of Manifold Productions, Inc., an independent film and 

television production company he founded in 1977. 

      His film, Rediscovering Alexander Hamilton, hosted by Richard Brookhiser, was broadcast nationally via 

PBS on April 11, 2011 to excellent reviews; the Los Angeles Times called it “history with a high-octane kick” 

and the Washington Post praised its “surprising, relevant, and entertaining insights.”  Recently completed and 

soon to be released, The Last 600 Meters, tells the story of the biggest battles of the Iraq war in 2004, Najaf 

and Fallujah. 

      Mr. Pack’s other major television credits include: God and the Inner City, narrated by Phylicia 

Rashad (2003); Rediscovering George Washington, hosted by Richard Brookhiser (2002); The Fall of Newt 

Gingrich, narrated by Blair Brown (2000); The Rodney King Incident: Race and Justice in America, narrated 

by Robert Prosky (1998); Inside the Republican Revolution: The First Hundred Days, hosted by Don Lambro 

(1995); Hollywood vs. Religion, hosted by Michael Medved (1995); Campus Culture Wars: Five Stories about 

Political Correctness, narrated by Lindsay Crouse (1993); America’s Political Parties, hosted by Ben 

Wattenberg and David Gergen (1988 & 1992); Fire from the Sun: The Search for Fusion Energy, hosted by E. 

G. Marshall (1990); Hollywood’s Favorite Heavy: Businessmen on Prime Time TV, hosted by Eli Wallach 

(1987); among others. All have been nationally broadcast on PBS, except The Rodney King Incident, which 

premiered on TLC. 

      Mr. Pack served as Senior Vice President for Television Programming at the Corporation for Public 

Broadcasting, Director or Worldnet Television for the USIA, now part of the Voice of America, and on the 

National Council of the National Endowment for the Humanities. 

Gina Cappo Pack, executive producer, serves as Vice President of Manifold Productions, Inc. and has worked 

on a variety of Manifold projects since 1987, through fundraising, promotion, and as an executive producer. 

Funding for RICKOVER: The Birth of Nuclear Power was provided by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, the 

Arthur Vining Davis Foundations, The Bechtel Corporation, MPR Associates and others. 

For more information or to arrange an interview, please contact Andrew Shirley with 
Shirley & Banister Public Affairs at Ashirley@sbpublicaffairs.com or (703) 739-5920. 
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